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The K.T.R.T.A. Bridge 
    Fall, 2018 

 Editor and Assistant Editor: Frank Veszely and Donna Sharpe       

  We can be reached at 377-7517 /fveszely@gmail.com or 376-2806 / sharpe2d @telus.net                                                                                                                                    
Our motto: “It’s great to remember but the bliss is to forget.” 

                                 Online The Bridge may be seen at: www.krta.ca  
 

 
                                                                                                   Photo: Don Ehman 778-570-5800 
Another of our summers has gone up in smoke. We had two grass fires in town on our own, but 
on August 3rd we had more than four times the maximum on the ten-point  air pollution scale and 
double the  pollution than in Williams Lake, near where the fire was.  Go figure! It appears that 
our location at the intersection of the North Thompson and the Thompson valleys guarantees the 
potential to be meeting place not only of the rivers but the air and of the smoke as well. The wind 
does the rest. It turns out that the city’s clean air intake comes from the South, over Aberdeen. 
Wonder what the air quality of Kamloops would be like if a major mine was placed there?  It 
almost happened. Ajax showed up at our door and acted as if the mine has been approved already. 
They spent millions buying up land and more on expensive drilling. What responsible CEO would 
do such a thing? The Medical Officer who thought the mine was a bad idea was swiftly transferred 
from the job. Then  Premier Christy Clark came to town and talked only about the jobs. Clearly, 
her government was committed. The company promised zero harm. It took a change of 
government to halt the mine. But for how long? 
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Kamloops Thompson Retired Teachers’ Association Executive for 
2017-2018 

 
President – VACANT (Meetings will be chaired by rotating volunteers.) 
Past President – Sheila Park   250-372-2806, 778 220 2812 (c)  spark1@telus.net 
1st Vice President - VACANT 
2nd VP – Marnie Bethell           259-374-3160 
Secretary – Betty Karpuk        250-372-7606  mekarpuk@hotmail.com 
Alternate: - Carolynne Miller    250-372-583        milsy@telus.net  
Treasurer - Sandy Baird          250-554-4720      sandybaird@shaw.ca 
 
Heritage - Marie Laroche        250-376-2597     mpalaroche@outlook.com  
Sunshine –Mary Ellen Patterson 250 372 1762  pattersonmaryellen41@gmail.com                          
Marianne Trestain  250-374-2524  trestainmd@shaw.ca 
Social Concerns/Advocacy /COSCO – by ad hoc committee  
“Seniors Connector” - VACANT 
Member Well Being - VACANT   
Membership – Raven Ritcey  250 318 0963  ravenritceyktrta@gmail.com 
Assisting       - Donna Sharpe (email) 250-376-2806  sharpe2d@telus.com 

        - Darrel Johnson (memo)  250-372-3194  dm.johnson@shaw.ca 
        - Elenore Thompson (phone) 250-554-2499  
          elenore.r.thompson@gmail.com  

Programme – Rosemarie Stoltze 250 -374-9746 rosestoltze@gmail.com    
- Suzanne Legault 250-828-0133 suelegault@shaw.ca 

Pensions       - Sheila Park 250-372-2806 spark1@telus.net 
“The Bridge” - Frank Veszely 250-377-7517   fveszely@gmail.com 
Kamloops Thompson Retired Teachers’ Club:  

- Bev Maxwell 250-374-2205    bjmax@telus.net 
                      = Glenda Miles 250-372-922   glendamiles@hotmail.com  

 
2018 – 2019 General Meetings 

 
Oct 26 Dr. David Stoltze; Sugar and Health Farros Soluvlaki and Salad 

Nov 30 Christmas dinner Harmony in Hand (Bells) – Scott’s Restaurant 
Jan 25 Literacy In Kamloops - presented by Fiona Claire (Literacy Outreach Coordinator) 

 – Moon Wok Chinese New Year  
Feb 22 – Marnie Bethell on Billy Miner Curling Rink Caterer 

 
                  2018 -- 2019 Executive Meetings 
 

                Ad hoc as needed, 10:00 – 12:00 at Sandy Baird’s 1991 Westsyde Road  
The next KTRTA Executive meeting will be November 19th @ Marianne Trestain's 

home. 
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KTRTA REPORT TO THE BCRTA – July 2018 
Sheila Park, Past President KTRTA 

 
The Kamloops Thompson Retired Teachers’ Association (KTRTA) has just had another busy year. 
 
General Meetings with Luncheons: 
 
September: The September meeting is a time for socializing with friends and share garden crops: 
flowers, plants, fruits and vegetables.  
October: The October meeting is our Hallowe’en luncheon. Some folks come in costume for 
Hallowe’en fun. Our program was the Kamloops Therapy Dogs and everyone enjoyed visiting 
with the dogs and their handlers. 
November:  This is our Christmas celebration and we always have a great turn out – the 
entertainment was by We also collected for the Food Bank and Christmas Amalgamated.  
Members of the KTRT Club attended the Thompson Rivers University Awards Ceremony to give 
the 2 KTRT Club Bursaries (1600.00) and the RR Smith Bursary ($500.00) to the 3 recipients. A 
cheque for $500.00 was also given to the RR Smith Bursary from the KTRT Club.   
January: This is our meeting to celebrate Chinese New Year’s. Olga Savovich one of our 
members did a presentation on Plant Based Eating.   
February: The General Meeting Program by Dr. David Stoltze: “Seniors Health Issues” Lunch 
was catered by Farros Greek Restaurant.  
March: The KTRT Club organized our program for this luncheon - A Silent Auction was held 
with donations by our members to the KTRTC – this year $ 1679.00 was raised Monies will go to 
pay to tuition for our CHES student in Tanzania and also to the Kamloops Retired Teachers’ 
Bursary Fund and some funds will go to the RR Smith Bursary Recipient. All three of the bursary 
recipients attended the luncheon and spoke to our meeting.  
April:  April 27th was our AGM luncheon. Our elections were held and no one ran for President 
or Vice President. Our Program was speakers From Fair Vote Kamloops. 
June: The Past president attended the KTTA/SD73/KPVPA June 20th 2018 Retirement Banquet 
and welcomed the new retirees and promoted the BCRTA and KTRTA. Welcome letters to 
BCRTA/KTRTA and membership forms for the BCRTA and a coupon for their first KRTA 
luncheon (free!) were distributed. June 23rd 2018 members staffed a booth for the KTRTSA and 
BC Coalition on Health Care at the 45 Annual Kamloops Walk for Peace, Social Justice and the 
Environment. Our MP Cathy McLeod stopped by our booth and Past President Sheila Park took 
the opportunity to talk to her about Bill C27  
 
Other Items: 

• The KRTA Executive met 5 times in the year to organize our 7 monthly luncheons and 
programs. We have a planning session for programs at the beginning of September – we 
put suggestion sheets on the luncheon tables at the April meeting.  

 
• The Kamloops Thompson Retired Teachers’ Fundraising Club - Members of the 

KTRT Club plan programs for the KTRTA meetings to fundraise for our TRU Bursary 
Fund and our CHES Student.  
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• Website: Our website is updated. Our web master updated our executive lists for privacy. 
Links to BCRTA, COSTCO, BC Health Co. and other sites are available.  
 

• TPP Seminars and BCRTA Workshops. Sheila attended the TPP Seminar in November 
and Fawn Knox and Sheila presented the BCRTA Workshop; There’s More to It Than 
Money to future retires on April 12 2018.   

 
- The Bridge News Letter: is mailed out and also on the KTRTA website bye annually. 

Frank Veszely is our editor.  
 

- The Membership Email List – for contact to members who have the internet – notices of 
meetings, other items of interest to members such as: community meetings, volunteer 
opportunities and notifying members if one of our members passes away/funeral etc. 
 

- Heritage Committee: Our Heritage chair is compiling a history of the KTRTA.  
 

- MEDOC: The KTRTA continues to lobby Johnson through the BCRTA to return the 
breakdown of medical and travel cancellation costs in their renewal letter.  
 

- Hand Rails at Sagebrush Theatre: The KTRTA continues to lobby the city to have 
handrails installed at Sagebrush Theatre for the safety of theatre goers. The city has 
engineers working on this still!!!! 
 

- The KTRTA is a member of COSCO and BC Coalition on The Health Care. 
 

- KARESS: The KTRTA has a team that participates in the Alzheimer’s Walk for 
Memories. This year the walk was Sunday May 6th – it is all across Canada on that day. 
KARESS – Kamloops Administrators, Retirees, Educators and Support Staff. The team 
has been at all the walks since 2010. 
 

- Bill C 27: Our Membership Secretary Raven Ritcey and 9 members met with our MP Cathy 
McLeod in October to lobby against Bill C 27. Individual member were encouraged to: 

- Visit (best), call or write to Cathy McLeod MP Kamloops Thompson Cariboo  -  
- Call or email Lorraine Mallon President of the KTC Liberal Party  
-  Call or Write to Patty Hajdu Liberal MP Minister of Employment, Workforce 

Development and Labour,   
- Call or write to Niki Ashton – NDP MP critic for Jobs, Employment and 

Workforce Development,  
- Call or write to Sheri Benson, NDP MP, Critic for Labour,  
- Contact retired teacher friends in your community and other communities in Canada and 

encourage them to write to their MP and the MPs listed above.  
- Call or email Sheila Park, President of Kamloops Thompson Retired Teachers Association 

if you have any questions about this issue 250 372 2806  - spark1@telus.net   
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Report on the 2018 BCRTA Annual General Meeting 
 
     I attended my fourth AGM,  and again found it very interesting and informative. The conference 
day was spent on healthy living as an active senior. The first speaker Claire Newell, whom many 
have seen on Global news gave us her top picks for travel but more importantly gave us a traveller’s 
checklist. The first point surprised a lot of experienced travellers. Everyone who leaves Canada 
should register with travel.gc.ca/register, the Canadian Governments website. It gives tips on 
behaviours and customs of countries being visited, a directory of Canadian embassies and 
consulates. More importantly people should register their destination, so that in case of natural 
disaster, uprising etc. the government knows how many people they need to rescue. In one incident 
of natural disaster, Canada sent a plane to pick up people they knew were there, but many others 
had not registered and had to find a way out for themselves.   
     We had a stretch band exercise break and were given our own stretch bands to take away. Even 
those with limited mobility were able to take part. The interesting extra was the exercise leader 
was a retired teacher who teaches fitness.  Who says “retired?”   
     At the AGM we were introduced to the Strategic Plan which the BCRTA has developed. The 
first-year free recruitment part of the plan has had an effect with 900 new members this year. So 
far only 4 persons have resigned. The office has hired a CEO to coordinate changes being made 
and more importantly improve the web site and keep communications going with the chapters.   
     The big concern is still B-C27 and its ability to change pensions in the future, at any time.   
They are asking us to circulate petitions to as many other groups as we can to get at least 25 
signatures and submit them to our MP. Petitions of 25 plus signatures can be read out in parliament.   
     Bill Morneau is the finance minister with companies operating in New Brunswick and is 
benefiting from the targeted pension plan there.  Some persons have had their pensions reduced by 
25%, in the jurisdictions with this plan. It is in place in Manitoba as well. If allowed to pass it will 
be quickly picked up in other provinces and by companies.  
     Thank you for letting me be one of the representatives at the AGM.  I hope some of you will 
consider joining the group next year.    
 
Submitted by Betty Karpuk 

KTRTA Life 
     Our luck hasn’t run out yet, so we are continuing to have an interesting and active life as an 
organization. It seems half of what we do is we attend various lectures and presentations. The other 
half of our activities has to do with fundraising. Lunch is our excuse for doing this. We have 
established two scholarships at TRU, and are regularly topping up the R. R. Smith scholarship to 
Kamloops recipients.  Lately, in alternate years, we are raising funds for Harambee, an 
organization that enables us to support an African girl in a boarding school.  To continue doing 
our fundraising we had to reorganize and form a club as well as maintain our retired teachers’ 
organization. We are taking it in stride.  
     With regards to politics, we are trying to keep current with events. So we had Gisela Ruckert 
come and talk to us about the referendum on perhaps changing our system of voting. We learned 
that most of the leading democracies in the world are using one form or other of proportional 
representation, save Canada and the United States. Concrete examples were cited from B. C. 
politics, where the first past the post system currently in use was shown to have disenfranchised 
significant groups of people. This system serves well the media and the curious as well as some 
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powerful, vested interests perhaps, but one wonders why elections, purported to be about choices 
have become about a race? A referendum is coming soon on the issue. The importance of a voting 
system – any system – is such that it should require careful consideration and a full debate, no? So 
far we have seen much politicking in the media, but no debate. If you don’t know of our current 
system aptly called First Past the Post that we have lived with all our lives, it is too late to start 
now. What you likely know little about is the alternative. This is the case put forward for the 
alternative, and what you need to know about the coming referendum. 
BC's Proportional Representation Referendum 
BY FAIR VOTE CANADA BC 
fairvote.ca/pr4bc facebook.com/fairvotecanadabc@fairvotebc 
BC is having a referendum on whether to adopt proportional representation (Pro Rep). Elections 
BC will start sending ballots to registered voters by Oct 22. Votes must be received by Nov 30 at 
4:30 PM. If you will be 18 or older by November 30, you can register to vote by visiting Elections 
BC - elections.bc.ca/ovr or calling 1-800-661-8683 
Proportional representation is the principle that the legislature should reflect how we voted. If a 
party earns 30% of the vote, that party should get about 30% of the seats. 
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? 
BENEFITS OF PRO REP 
With first past the post, majority 
governments can be formed with the support of far less than 50% of voters. 
No party will get 100% of the power with 40% of the vote. 
You will be able to vote for who you want instead of against who you don't want. 
In each election, about half of all BC voters elect no-one. 
Almost every voter will help elect an MLA. 

Many people feel they must vote strategically. 
Parties must work together to ensure policies have real majority support. 
68% of constituencies are "safe seats" where the same party wins every election. 
Regional representation will be stronger because all regions will always have MLAs 
in government and opposition. 
Voters feel MLAs only listen to their party, not to constituents. 
Entire regions can be shut out of government. 
There will be fewer "safe seats" - parties will have to pay attention to all voters, not just a 
few in swing ridings. 

THE QUESTION PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR BC 
The Attorney General of BC has guaranteed that any pro rep system will meet 
these criteria: 
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1. Which system should British Columbia use for provincial elections? (Vote 
for only one.) 
Proportional results 
• Retain MLA accountability to a specific geographic area 

• No region will have fewer MLAs than now 
No significant increase in the number of MLAs 5% threshold to get a proportionally allocated seat 
The current First Past the Post voting system 
A proportional representation voting system 

There will be a referendum after two elections with proportional representation to 
see if voters want to keep pro rep. 
THREE PRO REP SYSTEMS 
2. If British Columbia adopts a proportional representation voting system, 
which of the following voting systems do you prefer? (Rank in order of 
preference. You may choose to support one, two or all three of the systems.) 
Dual Member - Two neighbouring ridings merge and become one 2-member riding. People 
vote for a pair of candidates whose names appear on the ballot together. The first seat in 
each district is won by the first candidate of the party that receives the most votes, while 
the second seat is allocated to one of the local candidates taking into account province-
wide voting results. The very largest ridings in the province would remain single-member, 
as they are now. 
Dual Member Proportional (DMP) 

Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) 
Rural-Urban Proportional (RUP) 
Mixed Member - Voters elect a team of MLAs; one local MLA (as they do now, but in 
somewhat larger ridings), plus a few regional ones which make the results proportional. 
60% of MLAs would be local and the other 40% would be regional. This system is used in 
Germany, Scotland, Wales & New Zealand. 
You can answer either question or both. Question 2 is binding if 50% +1 voters select 
Pro Rep in Question 1. 
Elections BC will send information and ballots to registered voters. 
Rural-Urban - Provides flexibility for different areas of the province to elect MLAs 
in a way that best fits their geography. Urban areas: Voters in merged ridings elect 
a team of MLAs using a ranked ballot. Rural areas: Voters elect a local MLA plus a 
team of regional MLAs as in Mixed Member. Variations of this system are used in 
Scandinavian countries. Authorized by Fair Vote Canada BC, registered sponsor under 
the Electoral Reform Referendum 2018 Act, (778) 588-9563. 
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Now back to the fun we were having: the September luncheon. 

 
 
Kamlooos retired teachers got into the “sing of things” to help celebrate Culture Days. As music 
was the focus of this year’s Culture Days Marie Laroche was instrumental in getting the 
Kamloops Ukulele group to come and lead us in singing Canadian Songs. Land of the Silver 
Birch, Song for the Mira and Working Man were part of the repertoire.  
     We also had a Canadian Music Quiz to help us get into Canadian Music Culture.  
By Sheila Park 
 
The Sun Peaks Tea 
     A meet and great tea was held on September 15th at Sun Peaks in honor of Neomi Saulo, second 
from left in the picture below, a CHES volunteer in Tanzania, who came to Canada at her own 
expense to thank Canadian donors, the KTTRT among them. Her role is to oversee the girls in the 
program where they are at. Twenty-two people attended the tea representing several local 
organizations. Ms. Saulo  “Spoke with all the thankfulness of a person who witnessed the 
difference CHES made to the lives of these girls,” Pat Petley said. Anyone interested in sponsoring 
other girls please contact Mary Ellen Peterson, Marlene Olineck or Pat Petley. 
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In the picture from left to right: Donna Walsh, Naomi Saule, Pat Petley, Marie Laroche, Marlene 
Olineck. 
 

Silent Auction Picnic trip to Blue River 
by Marie Laroche and Donna Sharpe 

 
     Donna Sharpe, Betty Karpuk, Marie Laroche and driver Dean Hirschfeldt left at 8:30 Thursday, 
July 26, 2018 for Blue River.  
     It was a beautiful day and soon the car was buzzing with conversation.   We arrived an hour 
and a half later in Clearwater  at Sandy Holmes residence. Sandy provided the picnic lunch and 
her van to transport us to Blue River where we were to meet Becca Beaton a former student of the 
closed Avola School. We met at Eleanor Lake. Becca was delighted to join us and shared with us 
many memories of being taught at the Avola School by her mother who was the teacher.  
     The following are excerpts by Betty and Donna. My purpose was to  interview Becca on the 
Avola School. However, I phoned Becca the day before and to my surprise, she had two pages 
typed on her experience at Avoloa School where her mother was the residing teacher. Enjoy! 
 
     On July 26, 2018 Marie Laroche and her husband Dean took Betty Karpuk and me (Donna 
Sharpe) on a journey up the North Thompson River. Dean was our chauffeur and it was a lovely 
day for a drive. The hills were still green and the scenery was quite spectacular. We stopped at 
Sandy Holmes’ place in Clearwater, where she was waiting for us with her van loaded with all the 
supplies we would need for our picnic. We continued on in Sandy’s van as it had more room for 
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five passengers. On we went to Blue River to a lovely little park on Eleonore Lake. When we 
arrived we watched out for a picnic table in the shade. There were a few and then we saw one in a 
gazebo right near the swimming beach. It was perfect. It was between the railway tracks and the 
beach.  

                            
 
     Sandy started to spread out the things for our picnic with a table cloth, Royal Albert china, 
Chrystal stemware, and gold cutlery. What an elegant spread for a picnic. We heard a train 
approaching and were surprised that the engine said it was the Illinois Central.  An American train 
on our Canadian tracks? The cars were nearly all identified American but there was the odd  
CP and CN car along with them. 
 
     Sandy had  left for a couple of minutes to pick up a friend from Blue River, Becca Beaton, who 
would join us for our picnic. Becca had several stories to tell us as she had lived in Avola for many 
years. She had attended the Avola School when she was a child and had most interesting stories 
about growing up in small town Avola.  We relaxed and ate and talked for some time. While we 
were there we had a few visitors of people who recognized Sandy and Becca. Sandy had been a 
school teacher in Blue River for several years. When we left the gazebo to pack up and leave the 
park we realized how much the shade had moderated the temperature for us. It was pretty hot out 
in the sun. We had planned to enjoy a swim in the lake but had spent so much time eating, drinking, 
and visiting that we decided we would be too late getting back if we tried to fit a swim into our 
itinerary. We climbed into Sandy’s van and proceeded to do a little drive about to see some of the 
historical sights. Of course we went by the school where Sandy had taught, saw the teacherage 
where she had lived in a tiny basement suite for a few years, and the post office, and a few other 
spots and then stopped at the resort run by Mr. Mike Wiegele that focused on heli skiing in the 
winter. What a beautiful log construction place with all the facilities you could want in a resort.  
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     Sandy had wanted to show us the remains of a historical Dairy, but it was on the other side of 
the tracks and unfortunately another train had stopped, blocking the roadway where we would need 
tocross. 
     Then we headed off to the little community of Avola where we stopped by the old log school. 
It looked like it was in very good condition. I wondered if it was still in use. Back to Clearwater 
where we said goodbye to Sandy and admired her garden in her back yard. Then home again in 
Marie and Dean’s car. By then the temperature outside was pretty hot so we were enjoying the 
cool of the air conditioned car. Thanks to Marie, Dean, and Sandy, Betty and I were treated to a 
most enjoyable day. 
 
Submitted by Donna Sharpe 
 
 
KARESS 
 
A reminder that there will be another walk for Alzheimer’s Disease early in the New Year  
On Sunday, May 5th, 2019 
. 
 
 
Food for Thought 
 

A/ A Chinese Study with world-wide Relevance 

Air pollution causes a “huge” reduction in intelligence, according to new research, indicating that 
the damage to society of toxic air is far deeper than the well-known impacts on physical health. 
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The research was conducted in China but is relevant across the world, with 95% of the global 
population breathing unsafe air. It found that high pollution levels led to significant drops in test 
scores in language and arithmetic, with the average impact equivalent to having lost a year of the 
person’s education. 

“Polluted air can cause everyone to reduce their level of education by one year, which is huge,” 
said Xi Chen at Yale School of Public Health in the US, a member of the research team. “But we 
know the effect is worse for the elderly, especially those over 64, and for men, and for those with 
low education. If we calculate [the loss] for those, it may be a few years of education.” 

     B/ Just for the pun of it! 

My first job was working in an Orange Juice factory, but I got canned .  Couldn't 
concentrate . 2.  Then I worked in the woods as a Lumberjack, but just couldn't hack 
it, so they gave me the axe . 3.  After that, I tried being a Tailor, but wasn't suited for 
it, mainly because it was a sew-sew job. 4.  Next, I tried working in a Muffler 
Factory, but that was too exhausting. 5.  Then, tried being a Chef - figured it would 
add a little spice to my life, but just didn't have the thyme. 6.  Next, I attempted being 
a Deli Worker, but any way I sliced it.... I couldn't cut the mustard. 7.  My best job was 
a Musician, but eventually found  I wasn't noteworthy. 8.  I studied a long time to 
become a Doctor,  but didn't have any patience. 9.  Next, was a job in a Shoe 
Factory.  Tried hard but just didn't fit in.  10.  I became a Professional Fisherman, but 
discovered I couldn't live on my net income. 11.  Managed to get a good job working 
for a Pool Maintenance Company, but the work was just too draining.  12. So then I 
got a job in a Workout Center, but they said I wasn't fit for the job. 13.  After many years 
of trying to find steady work , I finally got a job as a Historian - until I realized there 
was no future in it. 14.  My last job was working in Starbucks,  but had to quit 
because it was the same old grind. 15 .  SO, I TRIED RETIREMENT AND I FOUND I'M 
PERFECT FOR THE JOB! 

 
     C/ Still punny! 
 
"Lexophile" is a word used to describe those that have a love for words, such as "you can tune a 
piano, but you can't tuna fish", or "To write with a broken pencil is pointless." A competition to 
see who can come up with the best lexophiles is held every year in an undisclosed location. This 
year's winning submission is posted at the very end. 
  
..No matter how much you push the envelope, it'll still be stationery. * I’m reading a book about 
anti-gravity. I just can’t put it down. *I didn’t like my beard at first. Then it grew on me. * Did 
you hear about the crossed-eyed teacher who lost her job because she couldn’t control her pupils? 
* I stayed up all night to see where the sun went, and then it dawned on me. * I changed my iPod’s 
name to Titanic. It’s syncing now. * England has no kidney bank, but it does have a Liverpool. * 
Haunted French pancakes give me the crepes. * I know a guy who's addicted to brake fluid, but he 
says he can stop any time. * A dentist and a manicurist married. They fought tooth and nail... 
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     D/ Election choices viewed from the poker table 
 
     Our Monday night poker group, I always thought, was an eclectic bunch from the middle class, 
and therefore representative of the Canadian intelligentsia in general, sort of. It contains 
professionals mostly, some retired, some not. Included in this group are a civic administrator, a 
city planner, a medical doctor, and a businessman/pharmacist. The rest of the group is made up of 
educators. Trade was represented by a shop teacher in the group. A contractor and a former school 
principal also makes an occasional appearance. Very much a well-traveled and with-it bunch, up 
to date about everything from sports to politics. A short break for snacks in the middle of the play 
allows for short exchanges. 
     “I wonder how Trudeau will handle the electoral reform question in the next elections?” – the 
administrator asked. There was no question in the group that the first past the post system will 
prevail.  
     “The whole Western World, except the US and Canada uses the representative system,” I 
ventured.  
      “That system is a disaster. Look what has happened (and a number of concrete examples were 
given from around the world), where the system resulted in a political stalemate, where nothing 
could be accomplished. This was nothing to be emulated. The group agreed. 
     I did not argue. This was not the time or place to present a reasoned discourse the topic called 
for.  
     “I wonder,” I said. All I could do was to express my doubt to the group. I viscerally knew that 
there was something wrong with their argument, but went on to play poker and did not think about 
the matter until the following morning. Then I saw the fallacy of their argument before I opened 
my eyes. 
     One cannot fault the system, any system, for the political outcome produced when that depends 
on so many other powerful factors than the system (I. e. the political climate, events, the state of 
the economy, etc.), or when a system is abused. And there was something definitely wrong with 
the first past the post system. Regional representation often suffers. Local concerns almost never 
get provincial or national traction. First past the post gives the appearance that the election is a 
race. It caters to the public’s desire to know, and the media’s eagerness to be first to report the 
result. And so it has come to pass the TV stations “declare as elected”  candidates before the votes 
have been counted. And what’s so superior about the first past the post system anyway? In 
America, it has been producing a Congress, where proverbially “nothing gets done,” and closer to 
home in B. C., it has produced a Legislature, where two MP-s hold the balance of power, and 
therefore are more powerful by far than they should be. Democracy, in practice, is a far cry from 
the democracy it ought to be in principle. 
     But perhaps nothing corrupts the principle of one person one vote more than the political parties 
themselves. Party discipline produces block voting, where representative democracy loses its 
representative character and puts party first before “the people first.” Parties lead to polarization – 
even create polarization – which makes it harder to govern. 
     Perhaps the best way to ensure a functional democracy would be if we voted for individuals, 
rather than party representatives. If individuals had to compete on the basis of individual skills, 
integrity, ideas and qualifications to represent us as individuals, they would become beholden to 
us only. If they stood out among us and have earned our respect and trust, we could respect the 
governments they formed. 
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     The situation is not new. When I came from communist Hungary in 1957 I was astounded by 
the apathy of the voters, who could freely vote and elect whom they liked and yet seemed not 
interested in doing so. Why? I wanted to know. 
     Well, people said, it is futile to vote. Politicians say one thing before they are elected, and do 
something else when elected. They never seem to do what they were elected for. So why bother 
voting? 
     Before and during every election, every politician is urging us to vote, and every party’s efforts 
are concentrated on “getting out the vote.” They are desperate for at least an appearance of 
legitimacy. Otherwise our democracy would stand naked as a sham. One cannot have democracy 
without the demos. 
     Ever wonder what billionaires have been spending their money on? After all, there are only so 
many luxury cars they can ride in, so many mansions they can live in, so many luxury yachts they 
can sail. Well, it seems a good deal of their money goes to lobbyists. They have bought into the 
system called Western democracy. Literally. The people can freely elect whom they choose. It’s 
just that what elected officials do is influenced more by the lobbyists than by the people who 
elected them. And this is where and how democracy gets disconnected from the demos. At least 
that is my view from the poker table.   
 
     D/ See if you can figure this out. 
See if you can figure out what these seven words all have in common?  1. Banana  2. Dresser  
3. Grammar  4. Potato  5. Revive  6. Uneven  7. Assess   
 
     E/ They live among us 
ATTORNEY: Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you check for a pulse? 
WITNESS: No. 
ATTORNEY: Did you check for blood pressure? 
WITNESS: No. 
ATTORNEY: Did you check for breathing? 
WITNESS: No. 
ATTORNEY: So, then it is possible that the patient was alive when you began the autopsy? 
WITNESS: No 
ATTORNEY: How can you be so sure, Doctor? 
WITNESS: Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar. 
ATTORNEY: I see, but could the patient have still been alive, nevertheless? 
WITNESS: Yes, it is possible that he could have been alive and practicing law.  
                    Travel — Gordon Davies shares his Experiences 
 
     I traveled to India and Nepal for 5 weeks in late October and November 2017. I went solo but 
joined 2 organized tours – Elder Treks in India and Intrepid in Nepal with small groups of 12 
including travelers mainly from Britain, Australia, and the US.    
My India tour was primarily in the north central part of India. I flew into the capital city of New 
Delhi and was quickly immersed into Indian traffic where waiting your turn or staying in your lane 
are foreign concepts as cars, trucks, buses, tuk-tuks, cycle rickshaws, motorbikes and cows all vied 
for space on the roads. It is hard to describe the overwhelming sensory impact with the   myriad 
of sights, sounds, smells, tastes and bumping  our way around. 
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     India has   more than 1.2 billion people and often it seemed they were all on the street at the 
same  time.  India has the third largest military force in the world. Their economy is one of the   
world's fastest growing.  It is the seventh richest country in the world, however,  it still has many 
social and economic issues like poverty, corruption, and women’s rights and safety. 
Hindi and English are the official languages. Many different religions exist in India including 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Sikhism.   
     Delhi is a crowded, hectic, smoggy city of 26 million. The constant honking of horns, swerving 
through traffic seems to work for them but the frequent near misses had most of us on the edge of 
our seats or moving to the back of the bus so out of sight – out of mind! 
     Jama Masjid in Delhi is the largest Mosque in India with an open courtyard for 25000 
worshippers. Maneuvering through the streets on cycle rickshaws got us up close and personal 
with daily life and the crazy traffic. Their markets are often organized by the merchandise being 
sold – flower market, spice market, silver market, etc. We travelled into a distribution center where 
the streets were congested with carts and cow pulled wagons to deliver materials to stores in the 
area. One block would have many stores on 3 or 4 levels - most having a storefront of only 8 to 10 
feet wide. How they all made a living, I do not know. 
       We visited a Sikh Temple where we went barefoot and wrapped our heads to enter the temple. 
They had several TV screens displaying the service and translating between Hindi and English – 
making it easier for people at the back or in the side vestibules to see and follow along in the 
service. 
     We saw many people – mainly women and children begging for food around tourist areas. We 
were discouraged from giving things to beggars since it only encourages more of the same.  
It was difficult to walk on your own without being chatted up by the local touts who wanted you 
to come to their stores. They would walk alongside  trying to engage us in conversation. I usually 
tried to ignore them or start asking them questions about where they lived, their family, were they 
in school – and encouraged them to stay in school. 
Bargaining was usually expected except in some high-end stores. Even in the stores that said fixed 
prices, I bargained and could get the price reduced 30 to50 % as long as you are prepared to walk 
way at the end. The amount of money you pay in the process is still relatively inexpensive in 
Canadian Dollars. Silk scarves, clothing, artwork, and jewelry are popular. 
     I enjoyed the food – a lot of vegetarian dishes but also lots of chicken. Usually we were served 
a variety of dishes and were able to try a wide variety of different foods. They toned down the 
spices for the tourists unless it was requested. The local beer was good with European brands being 
brewed in India with the same taste as the originals e.g. Carlsberg, and Tuborg. Kingfisher is the 
most popular local brand.  
     Mahatma Ghandi is held in very high esteem. We visited a large park grounds where his tomb 
is located. Many school students and adults make visits or pilgrimages to the site. We were there 
during Diwali -a Hindu celebration where many people return to their home towns, share gifts, and 
make pilgrimages to Hindu shrines. Very colorful decorations. 
     Varanasi on the Ganges is a holy city where people flock to as pilgrims or participate in 
ceremonial cremations long the river where the ashes are placed. Many people traditionally bathe 
in the morning in the river. We enjoyed a sunset cruise serenaded by local musicians and a sunrise 
cruise to see the daily life along the river. 
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     The city of Kahjuraho is a World Heritage Site with many  beautiful temples built in a large 
park. They were made of marble with incredible sculptures imbedded in the facades, including a 
section of erotica - very  impressive. 
     Most women were dressed in saris and wore special upscale ones for festivals or special 
occasions while the men were more western in apparel. We saw a few cross dressers as men  ressed 
as women. They seemed to be somewhat accepted and enjoyed getting dressed up in fancy 
women’s clothing. We did not notice the reverse. 
     In Orchha we enjoyed a cooking demo for lunch in a local home. Meeting the family and 
children and talking about their daily routines, education, and everyday life gave us a better insight 
to their customs and traditions. Also having the privilege to go inside a home and see how this 
family lived was special. Education is a high priority for the middle class with families trying to 
get their children into private schools if they could afford it. Many families required their children 
to participate in tutoring after school to improve their skills. 
     We visited many very large forts or  palaces requiring sophisticated designs, staggering 
resources and manpower to construct without the aid of today’s technology. Amazing. 
     The forts often included an anti-elephant entrance. The approaching road was inclined and took 
a sharp right angle turn just before the gate to reduce the momentum of the attacking elephants. 
Large spikes on the gates helped repel  the elephants. 
     We travelled by train to Agra, the site of the Taj Mahal – built 400 years ago as a monument to 
the king’s wife. We arrived on site at sunrise to be met by a large gate structure that was the official 
entrance to the site. As we walked through the arch in the gate, the Taj Mahal suddenly appeared 
in all its majesty – very moving when I saw it up close and personal. Bathed in the early morning 
light, and not overly crowded (for India) gave us excellent views. Magnificent. We were able to 
walk around taking countless photos and also going inside to view the location of the mausoleum 
of the king and  queen. We were lucky not to have it covered by scaffolding from earlier cleaning 
work.  
     I was looking forward to the game drives in Ranthambore Park. We spotted a rare leopard very 
early into our morning drive and several deer and monkeys but alas no tigers. 
     In Jaipur we toured the large Amber Fort site entering by an elephant ride. They were also 
shooting a movie onsite to add to the interest. 
     The Pushkar Camel festival was a highlight as over 50,000 camels and horses are brought to 
buy and sell. There were also thousands of people making a pilgrimage to the city during Diwali 
adding more excitement in the market places. 
     Mehrangarh Fort in Jodhpur was massive - built on a hill overlooking the city. Many interesting 
displays and lots of local tourists as well as us. Women, including the surviving wives and consorts 
of a dead king, were not allowed to participate in his funeral march but they would often come at 
the end and throw themselves onto the funeral pyre feeling that their lives were over with no one 
left to support them.  
     We visited some small villages and a local farm to see how the locals lived including  potters, 
Carpet weavers, and farmers.  
     We stopped at the Kumbahlgarh Fort, another large fortress complex built on a hill for security. 
When we saw Indian families touring the sites, they often wanted to take selfies with us. 
     The Ranakpur Jain temple from a stricter Hindu Sect is a beautiful complex of carved white 
marble. It would have taken years of dedicated craftsmanship to construct these enormous 
structures. Our final city was Udaipur. A relatively clean city built on a lakeside- very scenic.  
Probably first became known in the west from the James Bond movie Octopussy in 1983. 
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     As we travelled through several small towns, we wondered why some were so dirty and garbage   
lying about while others were relatively tidy. Puzzling. 
     The Government of India is encouraging its citizens to rally for a Clean India both in fighting 
corruption and urging people to take pride in the appearance of their towns. There is also an 
advertising campaign for Girl Power trying  to change some of the attitudes and abusive practices 
against women. 
Nepal  
     Nepal has a population of close to 30 Million, bordering China in the north and India in the 
south, east, and west. It has a diverse geography, including fertile plains, forested hills, and eight 
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of the world's ten tallest mountains, including Mount Everest. Kathmandu is the nation's capital 
and largest city. Nepal is a multiethnic nation with Nepali as the official language. 
Hinduism, the predominant religion of the country. Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, 
was born in southern Himalayan. 
     Nepal is a developing nation and a relatively new democracy. It struggles with the  transition 
from a monarchy to a republic. It also suffers from high levels of hunger and poverty.  
I found Nepal to be more laid back than the frenetic India. The Nepalese people are friendly and 
welcoming. They have banned honking and drivers actually stay in their lanes for the most part. 
They suffered devastating earthquakes – most recently in 2015. There are still many repairs needed 
plus the infrastructure for medical, care, education, sanitation, and transportation will be a major 
challenge. The economy is primarily agriculture and services. Tourism continues to grow. Sherpa, 
Everest, and Ghorka are popular local beers. 
     We stayed at the Kathmandu Guest House surrounded by vehicle free streets and tourist-
oriented shops. The hotel had a large garden area -an oasis in the busy city with people from all 
over the world visiting -many for the trekking.   We visited several city squares, temples, shrines, 
large Buddhist stupas, markets, cremation sites and witnessed a lot of restoration of damaged 
buildings. 
      Our tour included a fly-by of Mt. Everest and many mountains in the Himalayas. Spectacular 
large and vast mountain ranges.  We flew into the  resort city of Pokhara, a starting point for 
trekking plus paragliding and lake exploration. We   were up early one morning to catch the sunrise 
coming over the mountains – cold but worth the early rise. We visited a small farming community, 
Bandipur, then braved a 4-hour bus trip that took 13 hours due to landslides and large truck   traffic 
jams to arrive in Chitwan park, a nature reserve. We were hoping for tigers but did see  elephants, 
Rhinos, crocodiles and birds. We ended back to Kathmandu and walked around heritage sites of 
Bhaktapur and Patan, suburbs of the  capital. 
     I highly recommend both countries. They are more of an adventure requiring some stamina and 
patience than a relaxing 5-star holiday. But the rewards of meeting the people and experiencing so 
many amazing sites is well worth it. 
 
     Editor’s note: Gordon has been traveling extensively following this trip as well. On a recent trip 
to St Petersburg he met a lady from the U. S., whom he subsequently married. 
    Congratulations! 
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Hungarian Humor in English Translation 

     If husbands and wives made perfect pairs, we would be shoes, not people. * What is common 
between a film critic and a gynecologist? Both are seeking to find fault where others are seeking 
to find joy. * A patient is walking down a hallway, pulling a string behind him. Why are you 
pulling that string? asks his doctor. Why, retorts the patient, should I be pushing it? * Marcus 
Aurelius famously said: “Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact, and everything we see is 
only a point of view, not reality.” Donald Trump was not the first to invent alternate facts! * A 
bald man accosts a hunchback. “What are you carrying in your backpack? “ “Your comb!”” retorts 
the hunchback. * My boss said to me: “Have a nice day!” So I went home. * God carries you in 
the palm of His hands. It’s just that sometimes he claps. * A professional athlete visits a farm and 
asks the farmer about his opportunities for pursuing sports. “I can run behind the combine,” the 
farmer says.  And something a little more extreme? “I can run in front of it.” * Two friends are 
talking.  One of them asks: “This is a hypothetical question, but would we become enemies if I 
made your wife pregnant while you are fishing?” The other reflects for a moment, then replies: 
“No. At the worst we would be even.” * The carrier of a current Hungarian parliamentarian in his 
own words. “In the communist era I was the director of a large state owned firm. I rode to work in 
a black limousine, a sexy secretary made my coffee. Once I was asked to donate 10,000 Forints 
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for the burial of a member of the Central Committee. I said that for that money I would bury all 
sixteen of them. After that I became a director of a smaller firm. I went to work in an aged company 
car, and my coffee was made by an elderly secretary. Once they reproached me for not attending 
the last Party meeting. I said I would have attended for sure if I had known it would be the last. 
After that I worked in an office. I drove to work in my own car, I made my own coffee. On the 
wall hung the picture of Party Secretary Kadar and Lollobrigida. Someone said I should remove 
the picture of the prostitute. So I removed the picture of Kadar.  From then on I worked as a ditch 
digger. I rode to work on my bike and carried my coffee in a thermos. Someone suggested I should  
hide my bike because a Soviet delegation was coming to inspect our work site. I said I was not 
afraid of them stealing my bike because I had a lock on it and had it insured. After that I was 
unemployed for a long time. When the regime change came I was rehabilitated and became a 
parliamentarian. My coffee is again being made by a sexy secretary and I am driven to work in an 
Audi. I am keeping my mouth shut, and once in a while I raise my hand on cue when the party 
whip gives the signal. My standard of living and my expense accounts are getting better and better 
continuously and my future looks bright. 

Only in America! 
 
Only in America... do drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store to get their 
prescriptions while healthy people can buy cigarettes at the front.     	
	

Only in America... do people order double cheeseburgers, large fries, and a diet coke!     	
	

Only in America... do banks leave both doors open and then chain the pens to the counters.     	
	
Only in America... do we leave cars worth thousands of dollars in the driveway and put our useless 
junk in the garage.     	
	

Only in America... do we buy hot dogs in packages of ten and buns in packages of eight.  	
	
The Icelandic Head of State was asked if she would consider living in America. 
She replied: “No. Here we look to help one another, there you look to take 
advantage of one another.” 
 
 
Poetry corner 
 
TO MARY 
 
I lived with you for fifty years, 
as you have lived with me, 
now each of us must live alone,  
play out a tragedy. 
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You live in a facility,  
and try to make it home; 
I live where both our homes should be, 
but there I’m all alone. 
 
Kind caregivers do what they can, 
and try to lift you up, 
fellow patients are company — 
but never quite enough. 
 
Maintain I try our lovely home, 
and give it what it’s due; 
a useless task because, alas, 
it’s empty without you. 
 
Children, musicians, volunteers, 
petting dogs and a cat— 
chance after chance to sing and play: 
all there where you are at! 
 
Neighbors and friends knock on my door, 
provide some sanity, 
All help but I am living through 
our shared calamity. 
 
New patients come into the Lodge, 
rooms fill with other guests,  
but gone are those you got to know, 
who are remembered best. 
 
Likewise, for me, new friends emerge, 
others remain, are lost; 
it seems my ship is sailing on 
with just enough ballast. 
 
Now both our lives seem to have shrunk 
down to a few visits: 
an hour here, an hour there, 
measured in few digits. 
 
Sunday dinners I cook for you 
are treasured more and more, 
as are our sitting side by side 
anywhere outdoors. 
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These are the last Suns of our lives. 
We still do share some joy. 
On timeless seas we sail along. 
Eternity ahoy! 
F. V. 
 
On a lighter Note 
 
An elderly Floridian called 911 on his cell phone to  report that his car has been broken into. He 
is hysterical as he explains his situation to the dispatcher: "They've stolen the stereo, the steering 
wheel, the brake pedal and even the accelerator!" he cried. The dispatcher said, "Stay calm... An 
officer is on the way." A few minutes later, the officer radios in. "Disregard." he says. "He got in 
the back-seat by mistake." 
 
As a senior citizen was driving down the freeway, his car phone rang. Answering, he heard his 
wife's voice urgently warning him, 'Herman, I just heard on the news that there's a car going the 
wrong way on Interstate 77. Please be careful!' 'Heck,' said Herman, 'It's not just one car. It's 
hundreds of them!' 
 
Three retirees, each with a hearing loss, were playing golf one fine March day. One remarked to 
the other, 'Windy, isn't it?' 'No,' the second man replied, 'it's Thursday' And the third man chimed 
in, 'So am I. Let's have a beer.' 
 
Two elderly gentlemen had been friends for many decades. Over the years, they had shared all 
kinds of activities and adventures. Lately, their activities had been limited to meeting a few times 
a week to play cards.. One day, they were playing cards when one looked at the other and said, 
'Now don't get mad at me ....  I know we've been friends for a long time, but I just can't think of 
your name! I've thought and thought, but I can't remember it. Please tell me what your name is.... 
His friend stared at him for at least three minutes -- he just stared and stared at him. Finally, he 
said, 'How soon do you need to know?' 
 
A little old lady was running up and down the halls in a nursing home. As she walked, she would 
flip up the hem of her nightgown and say 'Supersex' She walked up to an elderly man in a 
wheelchair... Flipping her gown at him, she said, 'Supersex...' He sat silently for a moment or two 
and finally answered, 'I'll take the soup.' 
 


